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Sarah Harrison has been solving complex
business problems using data-driven
solutions for over twenty years. Her
experience includes running a retail
distribution center, leading a transportation
team, and providing operational solutions for
Fortune 500 companies across multiple
industries.

Throughout her career, Sarah has led teams
ranging from two to 150 members. She
knows the importance of bringing together
technical experts and organizational
leadership. If your team doesn't buy in,
even the best plan won't get off the ground.

ABOUT SARAH

sarah@orderofoperationsllc.com

(262) 957-6249

LinkedIn

www.orderofoperationsllc.com

P.O. Box 63, Brookfield, WI 53008 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/order-of-operations-llc
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01
AUDIT

Description:
We review your data
to provide an internal
benchmark of current
state performance. 

The initial audit is
focused on your
target business
results, which guides
us to the most
important metrics for
your custom data
dashboard.

Client:
Luna Moon Marketing

Software:
Google Sheets
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GOOGLE SHEETS DASHBOARD

Description:
The Google Sheets
dashboard is a preview
dashboard. We work with
your team to identify and
quantify the value of gaps in
your business. 

Together, we determine
which key performance
indicators (KPIs) can drive
your business toward your
goals. These KPIs move
forward to the next step.  

Client:
Luna Moon Marketing

Software:
Google Sheets
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KLIPFOLIO DASHBOARD

Description:
Your Klipfolio Dashboard
synthesizes your various data
sources. We incorporate the
most valued key performance
indicators (KPIs) from the
Audit and Google Sheets
Dashboard steps to give you
live visibility to KPI activity.

Key focus areas may include
sales, staffing, productivity,
marketing return on
investment, and/or financial
performance such as gross
margin by program.

Client:
Luna Moon Marketing

Software:
Klipfolio
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ADDITIONAL PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

Description:
Operational data analysis and process
improvement project  

Client:
Regional Distribution Center

Industry:

Challenge:

Outcome:

Consumer Goods 

Business growth had maxed out the facility’s current
capacity, and continued growth was forecasted. 

Description:
Operational & financial data analysis 

Client:
Local SEO Company

Industry:

Challenge:

Outcome:

Digital Marketing

Projects and product types were variable, so
profitability was difficult to define.

Pricing structure review to increase profitability
for future projects.

Financial and operational KPI review showed
that products had highly variable profitability as
well as unpredictable number of hours spent. 

More than doubled the throughput of a case-pick
operation while keeping the facility running. 

Operational key performance indicator (KPI) review
revealed areas for improvement to support current
state volumes. We also designed an efficient future
state process to support forecasted growth.  

Order of Operations works with small to mid-size businesses
that are in growth mode. We help our clients transform large
datasets into understandable and actionable metrics. 
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- Abbie Hill, The Outcome Collective 

Working with Order of Operations was effective, efficient and
enjoyable. They made the process simple to understand and
removed loads of stress from my plate. They take a seasoned and
educated approach to really helping organizations get and stay
streamlined in their operational excellence needs. Highly
recommend!!!

Order of Operations Streamlined My Stress!

Working with Sarah from Order of Operations LLC has been an
absolutely positive and pleasant experience! Very resourceful,
knowledge and patient! Would give ten out of five stars!

- Kevin Cheney, Local SEO & Marketing Company 

Sarah Helped Us Define Our Process & Profitability


